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Abstract
A Blind channel estimation of Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output-Orthogonal Space Time Block Code
(MIMO-OSTBC), using Higher Order Statistics with
Kalman Filter (HOS-KF), is proposed. It offers better
performance, improvement in spectral efficiency and
moderate computational complexity. This paper
focuses on channel estimation without CSI
information for fast time varying MIMO systems. It
adds advantages of HOS as well as of KF.
Minimization of cost function obtained by higher
order kurtosis is done by Kalman filter. KF estimates
the value after each iteration and then update it.
Matlab simulation used to evaluate the channel
estimation. Performance parameters, Bit Error Rate
(BER) and Mean Square Error (MES) versus Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) are plotted. Simulation results
with different modulation schemes like M-QAM and
M-PSK depict that proposed method
outperforms
as compare to traditional Independent Component
analysis (ICA) and KF method in terms of BER, MES.
Spectral efficiency also improves as no Channel State
Information (CSI) is needed for proposed estimation,
as it is needed in KF. This all good results we got at
the cost of moderate computational complexity. This
is the first research of HOS and KF based channel
impulse response estimation, for the time varying
velocity of the receiver in an OSTBC- MIMO system.
All the performance criteria BER, MES & spectral
efficiency are improved in proposed HOS- KF
method.
Keywords: Channel Estimation,
OSTBC, HOS, KF, CSI , ICA
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1
Introduction
In wireless communication, conjunction with
multiple-input multiple output (MIMO) systems, high
data rate and quality of transmission demands are
increasing
significantly.
To
achieve
these
requirements of communication, MIMO technique
deploys multiple antennas at both the transmitter and
receiver to get the diversity and multiplexing gains
[1][2]. Signal travels from transmitter to receiver takes
different paths. Because of reflection, diffraction and
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scattering, communication suffers multipath fading.
When signal reaches to receiving antenna, it is a
composite signal of all multipath signals [3]. The
multipath signals arrive at the receiver side have
different delays and amplitudes which affect overall
signal estimation as well as reliability of the system.
Space-time Block Codes (STBC) is a method that
receiver usually employed into systems to improve the
reliability of data transmission using multiple
antennas[4].Advantages of MIMO systems include,
Beam forming, Spatial
Multiplexing and Spatial
Diversity[5]. Spatial Diversity can be achieved with
MIMO –STBC system. MIMO with STBC shows
improved performance in fading channels. Tarokh et
al.[6], suggested Space–Time Coding (STBC) and
transmitter diversity with two transmitter antennas
with maximum likelihood receiver presented by
Alamouti [7], After that Orthogonal Space–Time
Coding (OSTBC) and
Quasi-Orthogonal
STBC (QOSTBC) schemes with more than two
antennas are studied in[8][9]. Space-Time Codes
(STCs) have been extensively and fruitfully initiated
in cellular communications together with native space
networks. A host of coding schemes have been kickstarted in the world that embody orthogonal STBC[10]
, quasi-orthogonal STBC[11] and non-orthogonal
STBCs.
With the evolution of wireless communication system,
the limitation of channel and signal estimation and
their effects are increasing. These both areas are also
having research objectives for MIMO wireless
communication system. Signal detection is an
important task of communication applications like
cognitive radio, software defined for defense
communication, monitoring and surveillance of
spectrum, electronic warfare, etc. In literature many
techniques are available for Signal detection of SingleInput Single- Output (SISO) systems [12]. Now with
the era of multiple-input systems, research has been
shifted on detection of signal for multiple-input
scenarios.
The overall performance of the MIMO- STBC can be
further enhanced if a better channel estimation is
involved in the system. Various methods were
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proposed in past for the improvement of signal
estimation efficiency based on reference information
using training based, adaptive, blind or semi blind
approaches. Further enhancements are still on to
improve the efficiency with minimum time
convergence. It is pertinent to note that the Maximum
Likelihood [13], based receivers are able to achieve
the better performance with the highest diversity and
small bit error ratio (BER) though it requires the
highly accurate detection mechanism and its
complexity is very high. In this regard, Zero Forcing
(ZF) receivers and Minimum Mean Square Error
receivers belong to the family of linear
receivers[14][15]. Training-based methods provide
either high level performance or low complexity at the
cost of bandwidth efficiency [15]. On the other hand,
the blind method applies the statistics of receiving
signals to derive the channel information [16]. Blind
estimation or semi blind techniques are
computationally complex than the training based
estimation, but the later origins spectral inefficiency
by insertion of channel state information as training
sequences along with actual transmit data. Recently,
many researches are going on the techniques which do
not require CSI at the receiver; e.g., blind or semi blind
channel estimation [17][18][19]. Blind methods are
basically classified between two categories, Second
Order Statistics (SOS) & Higher Order Statistics
(HOS). Many SOS blind channel estimation methods
assume that channel is invariant over STBC blocks.
Thus, these SOS blind estimators are not suitable for
time varying channel or quasi static channel.
In [16], generalized HOS blind channel estimation is
present in literature to cover the simplest way for
broader class of general STBCs. This method is useful
for non-cooperative environment also because no
modification is needed in transmitter.
The Kalman filtrations are been developed and used in
various models of communications because of its
simple coding and estimation performance. In
literature many methods available for MIMO channel
estimation using Kalman filter (KF)[20],
Extended
Kalman filter (EKF)[21]. Kalman filter requires some
measurement information like channel state
information (CSI), to estimate channel. A.
Fereidountabar, et all [22],
presented a channel
estimation method for MISO & MIMO using the
Kalman filter & STBC codes. Their simulation results
based on time variant Rayleigh distributed channels.
BPSK and QPSK modulation have been used.
In this paper, to assist Kalman filter, instead of CSI,
HOS based [16], channel estimation technique, is used
to estimate the channel. Kalman filter, together with
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HOS assures improvement in BER performance
without any loss in the available spectrum.
Remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
System model is described in section 2. Section 3
presents mathematical modeling of channel estimator.
Simulation results are presented in section 4 and in
section 5, conclusion is given.
2

System Model

Fig.1. Block Diagram of Proposed HOS-KF Method
Fig.1 shows block diagram of proposed HOS-KF
channel estimation. MIMO OSTBC receiver receives
transmitted symbols. In the wireless MIMO-OSTBC
communication system, the received signal consists of
linear mixture of the
transmitted data plus channel
noise. The task of the blind HOS block is to distinct
this linear mixture into its components without CSI.
These components can be used to determine the
parameters which can be then used for the estimation
of channel. CSI is not needed for it and that is the
beauty of blind methods. In proposed system HOS
block performs minimization of higher order
(kurtosis) based cost function of Zero forcing
equalized signal. Simultaneously Kalman Filter first
predicts the state
equation and covariance matrix
and generates the output. Kalman gain updates the
values after each iteration, from its measurement to fit
the measured data. It is obtained by the error signal
which will be produced by the higher order statistic
and predicted value of KF from its measurement to
fit the measured data. After the channel estimation
demodulation will be performed according to the
modulation used at the transmitter side which is not
shown here, because Fig.1 demonstrates mainly
blocks for the proposed channel estimation method.
3
Mathematical Modeling
Notations for our discussion are as follow: Boldface
lower case letters represent column vectors rep and
matrices are consists of boldface uppercase letters.
The Hermitian, complex conjugate and the matrix
transpose, are denoted by (·) H, (.)*, (·) T respectively;
N XN Identity matrix is denoted by IN.
Re, Im represents real & imaginary part of the signal
respectively.
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Consider OSTBC-MIMO systems with M transmit
and N receive antennas and N>M. For detection,
OSTBC should be known to receiver. Let us assume
the channel to be quasi static Rayleigh channel of
order N X M complex channel matrix denoted by H.
Representing the complex received data by Y.
Additive white Gaussian noise is presented by C,
having zero means and some noise power. If OSTBC
encoder
generates nsb symbol and duration of it is
lns, then using nsb symbol it creates block matrix of
M X lns and this can be written as[23]



 

n
B (s) =  A Re S + A
I S
d
k
k+n m k
k=1 k

 

d

(s)

(3)

δ

(4)

* U * v1/2 * W
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Where W is M X M full rank unitary matrix
v=Real entries diagonal matrix of size M X M
U is N X M matrix
To estimate channel and recover transmitted symbol,
value of W should be known. In blind context, no
information is present at receiver side. We can evaluate
W by maximizing statistical independence by it’s
Kurtosis, denoted as K[16]
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(8)

Compute descent gradient [16]

=
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Ci is N x lns matrix which is additive noise
Our aim is a to estimate H from Yi
We can express H by[16]
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The received block (i) is N X lns matrix is given
by[23]

H=

=

Where μ = 1

 B (s).B (s)'  
d
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B
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Z

Now energy normalization done by

B (s) =

Gradient cost function J(w) is M XM matrix[24]

(6)

(11)

In our proposed method, Kalman filter estimates the
value of W at each iteration and then updates that value
from its measurement to fit the measured data.
Constrained regression using Kalman filter is used.
Kalman filter gives a linear, unbiased and minimum
error variance recursive algorithm for the purpose to
optimize the unknown channel estimation. From
Kalman filter, we tend to observe that if value cost
function is uncertain, co-variance matrix can decrease
slowly only with small value that means measurement
contributes very little to reducing the optimization
problem. Kalman filter works in two steps Predictor
and Corrector. In first step we do prior estimation of
channel[25].

W = QW

+ Ru + e

(12)

Q is a state matrix and R is a control input matrix with
u control vector. e
is processing noise. Then prior
error covariance is given by

p = Qp

p +D

(13)

D is process noise covariance matrix. Now using this
predictive step we can correct error using measurement
update. Kalman gain is given by
K = p F (F p F + T)

(14)

T is measurement noise and F is matrix. Using this
kalman gain and measurement value W, which we
estimated using higher order statistics we will perform
final channel estimation.
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= W + K (W

W

p

(15)

− FW )

MSE v/s SNR comparison for 4-QAM

(16)

= (1 − K F)p
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After calculation of W we estimate channel H by
equation (5).
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4
Result and Discussion
To validate and check the performance of our
proposed
estimation
method,
Monte-Carlo
simulations were performed in MATLAB 2013a.
Rayleigh distributed channel with additive white
Gaussian noise is considered. The simulation is carried
out for ¾ code rate, OSTBC4 with 5 receiver antenna
and 512 transmitted blocks. M-ary Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation (MQAM) and QPSK used as
modulation technique. Results are compared with the
normal traditional KF and ICA method. Bit Error Rate
(BER) and Mean Square Error (MSE) are used as
performance parameter for the technique. Complexity
of KF estimation is less as compare to ICA. But
performance of ICA is superior to KF. Hence, this
trade-off between low computational complexity and
good performance has given choice of different
methods.
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Fig.3. MSE Performance of MIMO-OSTBC with 4-QAM
Modulation under KF, ICA & HOS-KF

Fi.g 2 depicts the BER vs. SNR performance of
OSTBC system with 4-QAM
modulation
technique. Proposed estimation HOS- KF is compared
with KF and ICA. For the calculation of BER,
averaging of over 150 rounds has been done.
Simulation depicts that ICA outperform than KF for
higher value of SNR but it is not applicable for lower
SNR values. Our proposed method performs better
than both KF and ICA. Our method is superior to KF
because of performance and one more important point
is that our method does not require any channel
information.
Fig. 3 shows MSE performance of proposed
estimation with KF and ICA for MIMO OSTBC
system. 4- QAM modulation is used. MSE determined
by using square of difference between the gains of all
channels.
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Fig.2. BER Performance of MIMO-OSTBC with 4QAM Modulation under KF, ICA & HOS-KF
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Fig.4. BER Performance of MIMO-OSTBC with QPSK
Modulation under KF, ICA & HOS-KF
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MSE v/s SNR comparison for 16 QAM

MSE v/s SNR comparison for QPSK
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Fig.5. MSE Performance of MIMO-OSTBC with QPSK
Modulation under KF, ICA & HOS-KF

Fig.4. demonstrates the BER performance of proposed
estimation with KF and ICA. QPSK modulation is
used. In this scenario also HOS-KF over performed as
compare to ICA and KF. Theoretically QAM gives
better BER performance as compare to QPSK and it
is shown in our simulation also. At the SNR value of
20 dB KF shows BER around 10-3, ICA shows BER
value approximately 10-4 and for HOS-KF it’s 10-5.
Fig.5 depicts information about MSE of the MIMOOSTBC system under KF, ICA and HOS-KF.
Modulation technique used for this performance
measurement was QPSK. Again proposed method
shows better MSE performance as compare to other
two methods. This shows that our proposed method
does not depend on modulation type.
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Fig.6. BER Performance of MIMO-OSTBC with
16-QAM Modulation under KF, ICA & HOS-KF
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Fig.7. MSE Performance of MIMO-OSTBC with 16-QAM
Modulation under KF, ICA & HOS-KF

Fig. 6. demonstrates the BER vs. SNR plot for the
MIMO- OSTBC system with 16-QAM modulation.
The purpose of this plot was to verify the results for
higher modulation. Simulation results validate the
performance of the proposed method over KF and
ICA. At 25 dB SNR both traditional methods show
around10-3 BER and HOS-KF shows BER around 104
. Fig.7 depicts the MSE performance of the system
for 16-QAM. As we increase modulation level MSE
increases.
5
Conclusion
An Insight on blind channel estimation of MIMOOSTBC using HOS-KF is
proposed for MIMOOSTBC system. In this paper firstly blind HOS
method is used for the channel estimation by
minimization of a real valued cost function and then
KF is used to get over all performance. KF estimates
the value of measurement parameter at each iteration
& then update that value from its measurement to fit
the measured data. Investigations of OSTBC-MIMO
with blind HOS-KF conducted and
simulations
results are compared with traditional KF and ICA
channel estimation methods. Simulation results show
that less BER and MSE is achieved as compare to KF
and ICA with high SNR as well as low SNR region.
Additional advantage of this method is that it gives
spectrum efficiency because proposed method does
not require any CSI at receiver side, which is essential
for
other
channel
estimation
techniques.
computational complexity increased moderately. This
method is best suited in performance and complexity
trade off.
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